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 Towards High Quality Text  
Entry on Smartwatches
 
 
Abstract 
Smartwatches now provide users with access to many 
applications on smartphones direct from their wrists, 
without the need to touch their smartphone. While 
applications such as email, messaging, calendar and 
social networking provide views on the watch, there is 
normally no text entry method so users cannot reply on 
the same device. Here we introduce requirements for 
smartwatch text entry, an optimised alphabetic layout 
and present a prototype implementation together with 
preliminary user feedback. While raising some problems, 
the feedback gives indicates that reasonable quality and 
speed is achievable on a smartwatch and encourages our 
future work. 
Author Keywords 
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ACM Classification Keywords 
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Introduction 
Text entry is a key component of many smartphone 
applications, ranging from adding simple diary entries 
through social network postings to writing complex 
business emails and documents. The recent release of 
smartwatches has met considerable interest, but without 
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Figure 1: Prototype smartwatch 
text entry on Sony SmartWatch 2 
 text entry the interaction is frustratingly limited. One can 
see posts, short-messages and emails but one can't 
reply on the same device. In this work-in-progress we 
outline a text entry approach for smartwatches and also 
describe our initial prototype (Fig. 1) and an initial small-
scale usability study.  
Text entry on small devices 
Before the widespread adoption of touch screen 
smartphones, 12-key physical keypad phones were the 
most common text entry method on small devices 
(sometimes much smaller than the current relatively 
large screen phones). Predictive technologies (e.g. [4, 
10, 11]) interpreted the ambiguous keys (usually three 
or four letters per key) into words. This approach was 
shown to achieve around 10 words per minute (wpm) for 
novices and around 20-25 wpm for experts in controlled 
studies [12]. We investigated using this approach with 
reduced number of keys - initially targeting watches [3], 
but due to technological restrictions our system was 
implemented on a touchscreen handheld, and later, to 
reduce movement, on physical key phones [6]. While in 
theory ambiguous predictive text quality was very high 
(over 90% accurate), each key sequence could match 
many different words. Some of these sequences included 
pairs of common words that caused particular problems 
(e.g. on a standard phone keypad he and if were typed 
on the same keys, as were good and home). The early 
models of prediction were based on simple unigram 
dictionary models where the most common word 
matching a sequence was suggested. Nowadays, phones 
have much more power and memory so can easily 
support more complex prediction models, which greatly 
reduces the impact of ambiguity by taking the context of 
the words into account.  
Alternative approaches for input on small devices include 
handwriting with a stylus, but this has been shown to be 
relatively slow at under 20 wpm [16], fast but difficult to 
learn chord keyboards (e.g. [15]), specialised alphabets 
(e.g. [8, 19]) and sending handwritten image messages 
instead of text [13].  
One system of particular note is ZoomBoard [17] that 
miniaturises the QWERTY keyboard onto a watch, with 
the user first zooming into an area then picking a letter. 
ZoomBoard achieved approx. 10wpm in studies and our 
work is essentially investigating whether predictive 
based approaches can surpass this using single taps per 
letter. Many domestic appliances such as TV guides and 
games consoles use a date-stamp inspired method, 
where the user scrolls through the alphabet and picks 
letters on a 2D line or 3D grid. In their early work on 
small device text entry Bellman and MacKenzie [1] 
showed this to be a slow entry method that was not 
particularly helped by dynamic optimisation. 
Speech input is an obvious alternative but is still prone 
to problems with background noise, spoken accents and 
is less private and discrete than typing. 
Criteria for smartphone style text entry on 
smartwatches 
For appropriate interaction on a smartwatch we 
constrained our design by the following criteria, derived 
from the literature and our own experience: 
x Entry must be based on finger use: for casual 
interaction using a stylus is inappropriate. 
x Entry must target a small display (e.g. 25x25 
mm) with simple touchscreen interaction. 
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 To reduce ambiguity errors the best assignment of 
letters to keys would result in the lowest ambiguity of 
keystrokes by separating letters that can commonly 
cause confusion when in the same location in a word 
(e.g. putting a and e on the same key would be 
problematic as common words such as bed and bad, for 
example, are only differentiated by this pair). Arranging 
the splits can help minimise the distance a user has to 
move his/her finger when entering text by putting 
commonly co-occurring letters on the same key. In the 
extreme case putting all 26 letters on one key would 
minimise the amount of movement of the fingers while 
typing, but at a massive cost to ambiguity.  
We analysed the 53,131 possible alphabetic 
arrangements using a normalised ambiguity score based 
on badgrams frequencies for English and distance based 
on bigram data (using same data as [5]). The least 
ambiguous keyboard was abcd efgh ijklm nop qrs 
tuvwxyz while the keyboard with least travel for the 
finger was abcdefghijklmnopqrstu v w x y z. Figure 3 
shows the distribution of the layouts (both axes are 
scaled to the range 01, where 0 is the worst we found 
and 1 the best). Because distances are small on a watch, 
we felt it more important to select a keyboard layout 
that minimised ambiguity rather than movement. Hence, 
to select a keyboard we took a weighted average giving 
disambiguation score more weight than distance score. 
The best compromise keyboard was selected as abcd 
efghi jklmn opqrs tuv wxyz which is very high ranking in 
disambiguation score and the highest distance scored 
keyboard on the plateau in Figure 3 (this keyboard is 
shown in red (top centre)). For reference the traditional 
phone keyboard is shown in orange in Figure 3 (top left) 
- showing our 6-letter-key layout performs very close to 
the 8-letter-key phone layout in terms of raw ambiguity 
of layout. However, as discussed above, prediction 
technology has improved considerably since physical 
phone predictive text so we expect much higher 
prediction accuracy in practice.  
Initial Implementation 
Building on the OpenAdaptxt [7] framework provided us 
with a powerful disambiguation engine that gives 
contextually based word suggestions, word completion 
and next word prediction. Our implementation was built 
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